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Introduction. 
The definition of stimulation.-Before entering into any 
discussion about stimulation of the liver it will be proper to 
define at first the terms "stimulation" and "stimulus". The 
latter, according to Verworn (Irritability, p.36) is defined a~ 
follows: "Stimulus is every alterati on in the external vital 
conditions". "If a sti~ulus comes i n contact 'aith a body that 
possesses the property of irritabi l ity, i.e. •, the capability of 
reacting to stimuli, the result is 'stimulation'" (Verworn, 
General :Physiology, p.348). A composite definition of the above 
mentioned terms is the following modification of Verworn's state-
ments: "Irritability, stimulus, stimulation; the property, the 
agent, the process; the action of the stim1+lus on cells possess-
ing irritability results in the process of st imulationn (Dolley, 
Chapter 3, unpublished work). These definitions bring out with 
clearness that besides "stimulus" and "stimulationn there is 
involved a third factor wl-,i ch is of primary importance, namely, 
the factor of irritability. It is the relationship of these three 
agents that forms the uni t;y for stimulation. It is also q_ui te 
evident from the above cited modification that "stimulus 11 · and 
''stimulation" can be discussed_ only then when there is irritability 
in existence, since irritability is the alpha and omega of the. 
entire physiological process. Without irritability there is no 
reaction, for no changes will be produce&, and no equilibrium of 
matter vdll be disturbed, since "irritability is the primary b~sis 
of all dynamic reactions of the body in health and disease" 
(Dolley~-last lecture). 
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As already stated above, a 11 stimulus is every alteration 
in the external vital cond.i tionsn, in other words, the reactions 
of irritability are the changes produced in cells and organisms 
under the influence of changed conditi ons in their external en-
vi Tonment. It is the irritabi l ity of the living -protoplasm which 
is responsible for all changes occurring in the cell under the 
influence of changed external conditions, in other words, irrita-
bility is the potential and dynamic force of the cell. Further-
more, all reactions of stimulati on can only be ex-plained in terms 
of "conditions 11 and not in terms of "cause" and "effect", as 
stated by Verworn: "A state or process is solely determined by the 
sum ·total of ;its conditions. A state or process is identioal with 
all of its conditions iri totality" ( Irritability, p. 29). 
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This physiological concept, namely, the reaction of stimu-
. A 
la.tion or better, the reaction of irritabi l ity, is applied not only 
to the organism as a whole,- but primarily to the ce 11, since it is 
the aggregation of cells that make! U }) the organ or the organism 
as a whole. 
The reactions of irritability.-Now, the questi on arises 
what ·are the effects, what are the resu'J..ts when the irritability 
of the cell i s called into action? There is only one answer to 
this question, namely, that in any cell the reaction of irrita-
bility to the stimulus is expressed in two processes: excitation and 
depression, or a combination of the two. 
The reaction of irritability according to Verworn can be 
either quantitative or qualitative. By a quantitative process is 
me ant the change in rapidity, by a qualitative process is me ant the 
alterations in nat:ure (Irritability, p. 73). As a rule the major 
part of all temporary responses _to.stimuli consists in 11 alteration 
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in rapidity of the vital processesn. These changes may produce 
either a quickening, or a retardation in the physiological pro-
cesses. "If there is quickening in the _process then there will 
be an increase or a strengtheni ng of the specific action of the 
living organism; if,on the other hand, there is a • retardation in 
the process then it will manifest itself in a clecrease or repres-
sion of the same, namely, the specif.ic action of the living organ-
ism". ·According to physiology, an increase in response means 
excitation, whereas a decrease in vital procesBes causes depres-
sion. Consequently, there are only two possibilities, and the 
only two of the reaction of irritability on the quantitative side. 
These two possibilities are: excitation and depression. 
These two factors are not only deduceQ by physiology, but 
they are also confirmed by cytology, and demonstrated by Dolley 
and his co-workeis in their work on the nerve cell. This work 
consists of a series of original investigations performed in this 
laborator;r during the last ten years. The general results of this 
work have been to classify the effects of stimulation on an ana-
tomical basis as either excitation or depression. A wide range of 
experimental factors has been em1)lo:,ied, such as the mechanical 
stimuli of traumatic injury, different chemical stimuli - drugs, 
poisons, and bacterial toxins - thermal stimuli, and tro) hic stimuli 
of disturbed metabolism. As the primar;y basis of this analysis, the 
function of the cell was identified as a process of excitation by 
comparing animals artificially exercised with the various states 
of everyday life. 
Thus, regara_ing the fur.Lotion of the nerve cells, there are 
two diametrically opposite _possibilities. of change in response to 
stimulation - one of functional activity, and the other of a de-
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pressi ,Jn of such activity . By functional activity is und.erstood 
the work of the cell, while by depre s sion is meant the blocking or 
inhibition of t h e very same work . The s e two terms be ing so op_po~;ed 
to each other have, however, one point in common, namely, the end 
result of either process is a ce s sati on of function of the cell. 
The anatomical change 2, in functi onal activity were divided 
by Do1ley into thirteen states. The fundamental basis for this 
classification was the s h i.ft in chromatin in the cell and in the 
size changes in the cell. The thirteen stages are as L :i llows 
(Dolley, 1910) : 
1. The resting cell. - It is lacking in intranuclee.r chromatin 
except within the kar:rosome (nucleolus) and. the amour1t of extra-
nuclear chro11atin varies with the individual. 
2. The stage of :pro gressive hyperchrot.oatism, in which the 
initial enlargement of the whole cell reaches its maximum. 
3. The stage of maximum hyperchromatisrn, which is associated 
with the beginning of shrinka ge. 
4. and 5. The stages of regressive hype rchromatism together 
with the maximum of shrinkage. Coincident in place but separated 
originally to denote difference in shaIJe, stage 4 being more 
attenuated anc1 sp indle. Both stages 4 ancl 5 are to be further 
divided into an early, the pure Hodge type (4' and 5' ), and a late 
division, characterized by the sharp beginning of nuclear eclema 
(4" and 5"). (;:lince 4 ana.5 are identical in significance, stage 
5' and 5 11 represent the group). 
6. The return of the cytop lasmic cb.romatin,its continued reduc-
tion to the average normal level. This stage is principally dis-
tinguished morphologically by the maximrun disproportion in the 
size of the nucleus 0vving to its much greater edema. 
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7 and 8. The stages leac:Ling to the primary disappearance of 
the cytoplasmic chromatin. 
9 and 10. The stages of secondary restoration of cy toplasmic 
chromatin. The chromatin is first piled about the nuclear membrane 
and then passes out. 
11. The - stage of secon1ary disappearance of cytoplasmic chroma-
tin. With the complete using u_p of the nervous supply, the kary-
osome is left containing the only vestige of basic chromatin in a 
much more exhausted looking cell. 
12. The disintegration and passing out of the ultimate con tent 
contained within the karyosome. 
13. The exhausted cell." 
These thirteen stages were interpreted in t e rms of R. 
Her(v1ig' s theories: first, the nucleus-plasma relation theory, 
which postulates that under n crmal conditi ons there is a constant 
mass relationship between nucleus and cytoplasm; secona_, that the 
formation of extranuclear chromatic substance - the so-called Nissl 
substance in the nerve cell - is produced b:\i the activity of both 
nucleus and cytoplasm, being a product of intracellular coordina-
tion. The initial part is done by the cytoplasm which is absorbing 
certain materials from its surroundings, as blood_ and lymph, and 
preparing this material for the nucleus. This prepared substance 
is then taken into the nucleus where it is synthesized into chroma-
tin, or chromatin-yielding substance. This synthesized product is 
then absorbed back by the c;ytoplasm where it is stored in order to 
be used by the cell during activity. The genetic relationship of 
this extranuclear chromatic substance; or chromidial apparatus as 
it was named by Goldschmidt (1904), is evidenced by the size 
changes, the mass relations, and the morphology of its intra- and 
extra-nuclear material. 
The conception of the chromidial apparatus is that the 
chromatic substance is not stored in the nucleus, except the kary-
osome, but that it is .stored in the cytoplasm which makes it avail-
able for quick use in time of activity. 
The process as a whole may be divided into three parts: 
(1) the stage of hyperchromatism. Since the cell is under contin-
uous stimulation, the metabolism of the cell is slowed down and the 
hyperchrornati sm (iimini shes. ( 2) The c~,0 topJ.asm 11eing under the 
strain of work i ncr eases its demand upon the nucleus which in turn 
attempts to compensate and to supply the cytoplasm with more chro-
matic material for use. The continued drain on both cytoplasm and 
nucleus causes a still slower metabolism.and a hypochromatism. 
( 3) Finally, the nucleus makes its last attempt by giving U l) the 
chromatin from the };:s.ryosome - the end r :, :::sult being a complete 
exhaustion of cell and nucleus. 
To sur.r1.vnarize, the mechanics of functional activity consist 
of the sl1ift of the nucleus-plasma relati on fro m an initial advan-
tage of the nucleus, characterized bJ hyperchromatism, to the end 
advantage of the c ,ytoplasm, with dechromatinization of the nucleus 
and disappearance of the chromidial apparatus. 
In the process of depres s ion of functi on the anatomical 
changes are entirely different. Since depressi on of functio n is 
merely a stoppage of the functional activity, therefore, any cell 
in an:; stage is capable of being affected by conditi ons of depres-
sion. The fundamental characteri s tics of cells in depression are 
as follows. First, a diminution of chromidial apparatus in the 
cytoplasm with a great increase of the chromatin in the nucleus. 
The cytoplasm shows thereby a great aff inity for the acid stain, 
whereas the nucleus stains vers deeply with the basic stains. The 
appearance of the cytoplasm is granular while the nucleus may 
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represent either a pictm~e of a homogeneous, formless mass stained 
very dark with the basic stain, or it may have the appearance of an 
aggregation of basic granules scatte .. c-ed densely over a very deeply 
stained matrix, according to the stage of depression. The nucleus-
plasma relation is the exact opposite of activity bein r: in favor 
of the nucleus. Second, karyorrhexis is another cUstinct feature 
of depression. This is accompanied by a degeneration of the cell. 
body which has in s.evere depression a hyaline appearance. 
The nucleus-plasma relation is expressed by the nucleus-
plasma coefficient which is the resultant figure representing the 
relationship of the nuclear volume to the cell volume. Alterations 
of the normal coefficient are the index of the states of excitation 
and depression. The relative volumes of the cell, nucleus and 
:p lasma, and. the relationship of the two latter were calculated by 
Dolley in hi s work for the nerve cell, and the resultant nucleus-
plasma coefficient established as a fact for these states. He 
proved that in states of excitation the increase of the cytoplasm 
is relatively much greater than that of the nucleus, whereas in a 
state of depression the contrary holds true, namely, the nuclear 
volume is more increased as compared with the relative plasma volume. 
To express it more briefly as it is usually stated by Dolley (1917, 
J::mrnal of Comp. Neurology, Vol. 28, p .468): "In functional activity 
the upset of the nucleus-plasma relation is in favor of the cyto-
plasma. In functional depression the upset of the nucleus-1Jlasma 
relation is in favor of the nucleus. 
The problem of cloudy ,swelling in respect t::> stimulation.-
It is a well known fact in pathology that the most common morbid 
change seen at autop:3ies is that of "cloudy swelling" ,which is 
especially mc.rke d in the liver and kidney. According to the text 
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boolrn of pathology it is usually an accompaniment of inflammati.on, 
fever, and circulatory, metabolic, and nutritive disturbances. 
The most frequent conc1ition, howev:'3r, is intoxication, either by 
bacterial toxins, as in the various infectious diseases, or by 
numerous organic and inorganic substances. In its gross appear-
ance the organ i: ,hich is in a state of cloudy swelling shows on the 
cut surface a dullness of g:cayish color wliich looks as if it had 
been dipped in boiling vvater (Adami, Text book of Pa tho logy) • 
The definition of cloudy sv1elling is almost the same in 
every one of the text books. According to Stengel (General Pathol-
ogy, p.70) it reads as follows: "cloud;. swelling, also termed albu-
minous infiltration an.d parenchymatous degeneration, may be defined 
as an edema of the cellular protoplasm ·1 i th granular alteration in 
the protoplasmic :proteicl and the production of opaci t:?". The author 
thinks that the opacity is due to a coagulation, or preci) itation of 
the protoplasmic proteid. 
Acco:r-ding to Ada.'Ili ( Text book of Pathology, p. 268) the 
characteristics of cloudy swelling are expressed in the lost trans-
parency of the individual cells, and the granular material is a 
product of changed cJrtoglasm which looks like .Altmann' s granules. 
There is a clifference, however, in that in cloudy swelling the 
granules are aggregated into larger masses, ancl also in that there 
Ls none of the linear arrangement seen in the normal cell. Ee 
thinks that this granular material i:c: a result. of a conversion of 
certain colloids of the cytoplasm which are transformed from the 
soluble into the solid or "gell" state. He looks upon it as a 
result of disintegrated cyto:plasm or of absorbed material which has 
not been comp1etely "hand_led" by the cell, ur it may be the result 
of both. The increase in size of the cells he ascribes either to 
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the increase of these paraplasmic materials, or to a hyd.ro_pic 
condition. 
Wells, after a long discussion about cloudy swelling gives 
the following summary: "Putting all these facts together, we may 
lool{ u1)on the term cloudy swelling as applying to man~1 different 
factors, the common factor being the precipitation or the coagula-
tion of :uart of the dissolve a_ cell _proteids often w_i_ th the separa-
tion of the intracellular fat 1:ma_ the imbibi tion of watern (Wells, 
Chemical Pathology, p. 33). 
After all this discussion of cloudy swelling, its defi-
nition, origin, ancl character, the question arh1es can clouds 
swelling be analJ ied and j_nter11reted i:n terms of stimulation? 
Cloud;y s welling is listed among the degenerative ch anges, and 
"degeneration at bottom, is not an objective pathological state but 
a l)hysi ologioal process n (J)olley, 1913, p. 120) • Consequently, 
if cloud~r swelling is not such a state in accordance with the old 
cc,nce_ption, but is a physiological procesc;; , it will b e produced 
by the :=::arne conditions as an:, of the physiological proces ,rns. 
The basis for tl:iis af:Jsumption is that irritability is not a.n 
exclusive property of the nerve cell alone. It is a primordial 
:property _possessed even by u.nc1ifferenti ated cells. The nerve cell 
simply has the in·o_perty s :Lrncializea. to the highest degree, so that 
its specific fu:nctio:a is 1irnited to irrits.,biLity • .ir1 anatomical 
ba:':lis for this property can n ow be ascribed to the discharge of 
nuclerJ.r substances into the cytoplasrn and th, formation of the so-
callea_ Nissl substance or chromidial apparatus. The latter ma.;7 be 
considered as the energy-giving material of the nerve cell and as 
responsible for the function of the nerve dell, for.which there is 
much evidence. AS soon however as this material diminishes there 
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is associated a decline in its function which finally leads to a 
complete loss of function. But every differentiated functioning 
cell has its specific irritabil :i. ty through which its specific 
function takes place (Verworn). For instance, in terms of cytology 
the function of gland cells or secretory cells consists in the 
formation of a chemical product. This can be assumed to be the 
result of a combination taking place between the discharged nuclear 
substances and the cytoplasmic substances, thus constituting the 
functioning capacity of the secretory cell. Therefore, there is 
an homology between the formation of th,, Nissl substance in the 
nerve cell on one hand and of the zymogen in the secretory cell on 
'the other hand. Both are the result of the same origin, the same 
nucleo-cytoplasmic mechanism, and both are respons ible for the 
functional ca9-S-city of the cell. There is only one difference 
between them, namely, that the chromatin as a ty) e of substance 
involved in the nerve cell and that in the secretory cell is of a 
different chemical mal:e up. In both cases the irritability can be 
referred to the nuclear chromatin. 
Of course, this conception can only be put to work provided 
that a dynamic mor.~hological theory of function is accepted. This 
theory postulates that structure and function are inseparable and 
that instead of function being depenclent .on structure, the reverse 
holds true, namely, t i'.at sturcture is dependent on function. This 
theory has already been developed by Dolley in the case of the 
nerve cell, as discussed in the introduction of this paper. mt has 
already been set forth how as a result of continuous excitation the 
nerve Cf~ ll chan:·e ~: in r:: i ze t :::. ize :ceJ. [-,,t i crn.:i, form, clistribution of 
substance, r:..nd above all in tho disappearance of nuclear materials 
and o_rganelles, and also in the reconstitution of cytoplasmic formed 
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elements, so that the dependence of structure on function goes 
far indeed. 
"The dynamic conception has come in with the great - recent 
development of the experimental method. No l)etter examples of its 
results are to be found than the enormous s J:iift a,nd play of the 
:processes of stimulation. no one could follow such proces r,es at 
a.11 deeply, and not be convinced of an L ,permanence and condi ti onism 
involving even the foundation of the cell, though the J.atter withal 
is relatively stable and is only affected by mass effects or very 
prolonged factors" (Dolley, Chapter 2, unpublished work} • 
.A priori, this dynamic conception can be applied to cloudy 
swelling, for it is a well knovm fact that cloudy swelling is a 
phenomenon of functi oning cellr:;. The most 2usc"epti ble cells to 
cloudy· swelling are the highly specialized cells, such as those of 
glands, muscle, and nerve. The conditions of cloudy swelling are 
in accordance with the definition of the stimulus, since they are 
nothing else · than changes or alterations in normal vital conditions 
external to the cell. Therefore, this would lead to the assumption 
that the diverse changes which are usually classified as cloudy 
swelling are nothing else than the results of different stimuli 
which are working through irri tebili ty to sim1)le or more complex 
processes of excitation and depression. 
This deduction is based u o, on the support of the following 
sources: first, the nerve cells are frequently described as the 
seat of cloudy swelling. As it is, however, known from the work 
of Dolley and his associates there is not such a specific state as 
cloudy swelling in the nerve cells. It was proved experimentally 
by Simmons and Martin who worked in this laboratory that agents 
which are said to produce cloud.y swelling, respectively diphtheria 
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toxin and he r.t exhaustion, ft ive results of processes of excitation 
and depression, a.nd also a combination of the two, namely, initial 
excitation followed by later depression. These variations depend 
upon the force and frequenc;y of administration. Special featu:ces 
of cloua.;y swelling may belong to excitation alone, as for ins tance 
the vacuolation and swelling. On the other hand, granulation is 
mostly a characteristic feature of depression alone. As a matter 
of fact however, it is the combination of the initial excitation 
with later depression that conforms to the usual description of 
cloudy swelling. This is also in agreement with the well knovm fact 
that the greater part of pathological stimuli are initial excitants 
and later depressants. Therefore, a conclusion could be drawn that 
the so-called c loud;y- $Welling of the nerve cell is nothing else than 
·a process of cell stimulation conditioned by abnormal stimuli. 
Consequently, it would be on:;J..y reasonable to assume that the same 
processes take place in cloudy swelling in other functioning cells 
in accordance with the irritability that they l)OSsess. 
Another anatomical homolog;y between cloudy s1,velling and 
tbe processes of stimulation is provided by Adami ("Principles of 
Pathology, Vol. I, p.816). He states that there are three stage :::o 
of cloudy swelling: first, the increase of the nuclear chromatin; 
second, the accumul c.tion in clumps at the periphery of the nucleus, 
with the achromatic substance in the center (chromatolysis); 
finally, complete chromo.toiys is and karyorrhexis. 
It may be added that the latter - karyorrhexis - is the 
characteristie feature of depression, while hy---perchromatism of the 
nucleus, and chromotolysis are phenomena of both excitation and 
depression. 
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A still :further connection of cloudy swelling with 
stimulation is :furnisherl b ? the identity of its phases with those 
of overwork. For instance, ;Jchmlling ( 1 94) founa that after liga.-
tion of the renal vein of one lridnes in the [·abbi t, bringing it 
thus to a state of no fu.n ctio:n, the other kidne;y .. after to:rty-eight 
hours shov1ed changes of clouc\y swelling, which he int ,,:; r_preted as 
a result of compens e tor;y overwork. Adami i u of tJJe opi.nion that 
all indications al'e those of stimulation. 
In correlation with the above said the work for this 
p(l,per was underta ..ken to demonstrate that the changes taki.ng place 
in the secretory cells of the liver are identical with those in 
the nerve cell::! unde r l)oth normal and abnormal stimuli an c'"'.. to prove 
that cloudy sv\lelling is nothing else than a product of stimul2.tion. 
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Experimental Data. 
The experimental material for this investigation consisted 
of bull frogs and r a ts. The work on the frogs was rather undertaken 
as a preliminary part. The interest to study the frog's liver was 
incited by an article written in German by Eugenie Koiransky ('04). 
/A 
The author of this article made an extensive s~tdy of the /\ 
liver of the frog, salamander, and triton. Her aim was to study 
the question of the e:xtranuclear basic material from the point of 
view of its origin, whether it is of :protoplasmic or of nuclear 
origin, If of nuclear origin, it would be correlated with the idea 
of Garnier' s ergastoplasm tr.eory . She dem:,nstrated the presence 
of basic chromatic substance in the form of rods, flakes, and 
masses in the inner ca_p illary zone of the frog's liver. She came 
to the conclusion that this extranuclear basic material or ergo-
stoplasrn W,'3.s of nuclear origin primarily, adding that "it is in no 
way proved that there is a localized qualitatively peculiar part 
of the cell bo :'. y' s architecture concerned". After reading this 
article the question came u _p whether there is not an id.entity 
between this erga3t01)lasm and the extranuclear chromatin in the 
nerve cell worked. out b;o Dolley on the basis of Hertwig' s and 
Goldschrnid's theories. 
So1 .rce of material.- Frogs. The frogs were caught in the 
begin..Yling of the fall about the fifth of' October and were stored 
in the animal h ou :e. Out of tl:-at batch of frogs seven were used 
as experimental material for the purpose of thi.s paper. Out of 
these seven frogs, two were used as controls, and tJJ ,"' rest were 
subjected to the following experimental agents: :rilocarpine, secre-
_ tin, heat, and room temperature. A rnore deta iled descri.9tion of 
· the experimental IJrocedures is given in the accompanying table I. 
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A remark ou ght to be made in advance that t h i s expe rimental work 
. was complicat ed by the fact that the fro gs wr~ r e under abnormal 
conditions for five months . They refused to eat, and. even in the 
fall, the room temp eratu re wa s a b ove that of their natural habit at. 
These con d.i tions of s tarvati on and_ temp erature had an effect on 
the m before and during a clmini s t r at ion of the drugs. That this is 
true is confirmed by t h e data of measu:cements in the accompany ing 
table. So definite, howeve r, a re ~he proce sse s of excitation and 
depression, that it has been possible t o discount the known effect 
of these c omplicating f a ctors. 
Rats. - The experimental material for the major part of this 
work consisted of t wenty-seven r a te, albinos and half-breed._s. The 
measurements were taken only from seventeen, but the microscopic 
examinationv.as performed over all the material in possession. Out 
of these twenty-seven rats four we re n ormal :3 u s ed a s c ontrols. The 
rest were subjected t o the following experimental conditions. 
1. Bile salts: sodium gl y co chole. te and s oa_ium taurochola t e. 
2. Hydrogen gas inhalati on. 
3. a. Hemoly tic s treptococcus i n grovrtn emulsion. 
b. Diphtheria t oxin. 
c. Heat exhaustion. 
d. Antit ;yphoid bacterin and B. t ypho s us in growth emul s i on. 
These experimental age nts were un dertaken with the following 
theoretic a l _ _-1 lan j n view: n amely, the bile-salts were expected to 
work as pu re ex cl tan ts; the hy drogen gas i n]iala tion as a pure 
depressan t by its r eplacing ox--Jgen; and the othe rs, hemol ytic 
streptococcus, diph the1·i a toxin, B. typho s us, and he f;,t exhaustion, 
as initial exc i tants ancl l a t e r clep:cessants. 
The r esults , h oweve r, obtain ed did not jus tify in s ome deta ils 
ihe theoretical expectations rn a a_e befo r ehand . For i ns t ance, t be 
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bile salts instead of furnishing controls of the excitation side, 
since they are stated as the be : t e:,:c'i tants of liver function in 
all of the ) harmacology text-books, turnea. out to belong in mo st 
closes to the group of initial exci tan ts ana. later depressants. The 
solutions used were of a strength which ranged from five per cent 
to five tenths of one per cent. B;y varying the doses and also 
the duration of time, the results showec1 stage:; v1hich varied from 
an almost pure ei:ci tation to some degree o:f cl.epression, the latter 
being in accord_ance with the greater strength or frequency of the 
dose adminiatered. 
Such was also the case vvi th the h~rdrogen gas in1'.1.al ation. A 
number of rat:-, were subjected to t:ti c: gas ijJ.ha L 1titm L , the ::. .::,.~) -.<c a..-
tory by W. D. Collier who kindl;;· handecl over the liver materie,l to 
me. This gas inhalati cn varied from two c1a~r;., cluration to almost 
two weeks, the inhalc.tion being repeated about every other hour 
and -still no state of pure dep1·essi'.:in was observed. The inhalation 
of such a gas sets up in the~ organism a very com1'.)licated :-3eries of 
processes. In every one of the prepared slides there were observed 
stages of initial excitation which w1cE'e associe-ted vri th a greater 
or less stage of depression. 
The I'-.. emol~1tic streptococcus which was aclmi:ni.s tered in a 
so1'1tion of 5-:cowth emulsion vvi th saline furnished the best possible 
results of mre exci tatio:c~ insteac1 of initial e:xci tation and later 
depression as W!l.S expedted. 
The diphtheria toxin was used in dilutions of 1:1000, 1:100, 
l::Jip, and 1:5, and also in concentrated form. The dose and also 
l)JQ.rit 
the duration of time in aclminLJtration w.a.&- varying and in accora_Emce 
vvith that the results range cl from an alr;10st pure e:,:ci te.tion to a 
ve~t' deep de_p::ressi ::n. Consec::_nently1 diphtheria toxin works as an 
inf~!al · exci tant followed by depression for the liver as it has 
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already been 1,rove d 0 ~~ . -~~~ f ~; · the nerve c e ~i_:,, who worked 
in this laboratory sevC> r&,l ye ars ago .. Ee worked on ra1ibits, animals 
• that are verJ sus ceJ)tih le to t >is toxin. Rats, on the con t r ary, 
showed great resistance and insus ceptibiiliity to this bacterial 
toxin. As a matter of f act, it was a very difficult thing to work 
out the minj_ma.l lethal dose. The first ex1ie riment e.l injection 
consisted of the M. L. D. for a guinea p i g , v1hioh was one cubic 
centimete r of a dilution of 1:1000 per day. This dose was gradu-
ally and continuousl,Y' i nc reased U J) to two cubic centimeters of 
concentrated diphtheria toxin per day, anc1 even that was not fatal 
to the I'E, t. 
Heat exhaustion was u:~e cl a.::} follows. The rats were {.i lace d 
in a hot air oven provided vii th a t he rmometer and a thermostat for 
regulating the temperature. A floor of asbestos was placed in the 
oven in order to make it mo re comfortable for the animals. The 
starting point of the temperature was fr om 400C up to 500C, the 
increa,se beir.g made ver;/ gradually. Intensity of he ' t ancl duration 
of tjme were varying , namely, one of the animals war;; kept in t' ·e 
oven for a brief time under a high tem:perature whj_le the other 
rat was subjected to a mi l cl temperatu :ce for a long time. The 
results in both cases were a combination of initial excitation with 
a later depressi on as expected since this agent had been already 
used in this laborator;y by F. A. :Martin who worked on the rabbit's 
nerve cells. 
A combination of initia l excitation with depressi on was also 
obtained from these rats that were injected with anti typhoid bacterin 
and B. t;y ) hosus - growth emulsion, as it was expected. A. remark 
ought to be ma.de that the rats showed great resistance in all 
exp_erimental conditions to which they were subjected. 
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Microscop ic t echnic . - The an i mals , f ro gs anc1 :cat ::_; , V!C i ' e 
1 f nc e ,1 ···. v, ·" "h ] Cl r· 1' ·· , ·• · , _ r 1.1 .J.. ch oro or,,:.·"' .'::[.,. 1 1.,L u . ~: L ;:, ,.:.tu . .1 •• t, t h r ee to f i ve millimeter s I n t h ick-
ness we re :cernov e c1 f r om the lj_ver. Thr:J t:i s sue o btain ed was -1 1 .s,ce d 
immedi a tel y i:n t I:.c f i xatives tha t h..:vl a l :reacl~r l ,e e n :pr ei:; a red . 
Fixative s u s ed .- 1 . The bi chl oride for ms l i n ffi e t h od of 
fixation . This fixa t i ve con sis t s of 95 ~ub i c cent i me t er s of 
sa.tura ted. me r cur i c 1)'i c:b lo1· :i de s o l u t i o:n a:nd. fi v e cubic cent i me t ors 
of a 40 pe r c ent :for maldehyc1.e . Af ter t we n t y - f our h our,:l of f ixat i 1Jn 
the ti sBUB S we r e c arr ied thrOUf h progressive gr a d e s of a lcoh ol. 
The 80 1,er cent 3,Jco hol contai ned i o cl..i ne t o re re ove the e x ces s of 
bicr..lo r ide. Th 8 ti:'.rnues we re kep t i n the id cl.ized &l c: oh ol for t hre e 
days until the i odizerl a l cohol vms n -J t l onger cle co l or i z e a. . After 
absolute a Le ohol the s e cti ons we re .9 l a ced i n c:c ·lar o i l f o r fr or:-1 t wo 
to three houri::: , the n passed t o zylol f or tv10 h •JUrf, , BXlll fi n a,lly 
to a sat ura.te cJ. so luti on of paraffi n an d x y l ol, a l so fo r t·v10 h ou r ::; . 
rb.e fin a l clH:J.nge was t o 52° c p a r affin for t welve t o e ighteen h ours 
in the i n cuba t or. The .;7 we re then i rnbe dded i n p araffin, cooled , and 
ribbom; fr ou1 f ou r to f:Lve rni cra thi ck vrn re cut and moun t ed . 
2. t enke r' s Flu i d. Thi s fixa tive cons i sts of a so l u ti on o f 
bichroma te of p o t c;l.s sium 2. 5 Gm., c orros ive bUb l i ma,te 5 Gm., (li s-
tilled 11Va te::c 100 cc, and glac i .CJ, l ace ti c 1;1,ci d 5 c c . The ac etic acid 
ie added to Ze n ke r ' 2 flu id at t he t i me of using . The t is sue i s 
kept in thir:i f lui c1. f or t went :-four hour ~) , a nc1. then washe (l in water 
for twenty-f,:i u:r hou rs . Af t e r t ~Ji s t h e 1)roce d-ure i s t }:i e same ,:J.S for 
the bichlo:ci de f or ma l in me t h o d , with t hi s d.i f fe renc e t h &, t the t i s sue 
is ke pt onl y for t wen t y -fou r hours i n t he GO pe r ce n t i odized alc o-
hol. 
Carnoy ' s Fix a t ive . Th i s fi xative cow:si ::Jt s of a :-ctiztu:re of 
absolute a lco ho l s i x p a r t u , glaci ul a ce t ic a ci rl one pa.rt, and 
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c,hloroforrn three parts. The tissue is f ixed. for t1nent,y-four hours, 
transferred. to absolute alcohol for twenty-four hours, antl the:n it 
iS carried through the :. ~;' dar oil, xylol, and paraffin as the others. 
Stains u.sec1. - 1. Dolley's rnoc1ifica ti on of Held' s er;y-thro2 in-
toluidin blue method. This met~od consists as follows: The slides 
are carried. through :zylol to remove the 1) u.:caffin, then th:rou.gh the 
graded alc ohols to water. They a1·e f:.;tained for one and one-}1e.:J. f 
minutes in erJrthror3in which has been wa rmec1 to 450C, washed. thorough-
ly in Vlater, and. then placed in toluidin blue for seven minutes, 
again washed thoroughly in we,ter, de colorized :in 70 per cent and 80 
per cent alcohols, differentiated in 95 per cent alcohol, dehydrated 
in absolute alcohol 2.:nd cle ,0.red in two :r.y7lols, and. mountea_ :ir:i G-:i,nada 
balsam. 2. Delafielc1 1 s hemotox;y-J.iu v;i th aq_ueou2 eosin as a counter 
stain. Sections were stained for half a minute i.n a ccncentrated 
solution of Delafield's, washed in water and placed in eosin for 
five minutes. 3. Grtlble~r' s eosin i11 5 per cent solution :follmved 
by Unna' s al2{alj_ne methylene blue. The sections we1·e 1rn1Jt for ten 
minutes in ee.ch ancl then the same 1)roced.ure as in th e other stains 
used. 
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:Data of Ob ::::e rvation. 
Results of r,13asurements. - The technj c applied. in measuring 
the liver cells - f i:ogs and rats - consisted of the following 
scheme. Tracings v.rere taken from the liver cells by means of the 
camera lucid.a from the Leitz microscope, ocular ten, oil irmnersion 
objective. The magnifi ca ti o:n vms ab Out 1050. The r.:ie tracings wer~ 
measured by tbe polar planimeter which gave the areas in s g_uare 
millimeters. Tl1e latter we r e then reduced to sg_ua1·e micrs.. By 
these means the area of the cell as a whole w1:.1,s obtained first, 
then the area of t he nucleus. Subtrooting the nuclear area from 
the cell area gave the cy toplasmic area. Ny dividing the plasma 
area by the nuclear area,, the nucleus- ,,lasma coefficient was ob-
tained, the figure of index by which the states of excitation and 
depression can be id.entifiecl mathematically as it has been done for 
the nerve-cell. The preliminary data from the frog are set forth 
in Table I, the :rat data in Table II. 
Thf~ outstand:ing features of the da t :: , of Table I are the 
figures represe nting the measurement s of the f rogs stimulated. by 
pilocarpine anc1 he c,t exhwstion. Pilocarpine is a vrnll known 
excitapt agent to glands, while heat exhaustion is largely a de-
pressant. The results obtained are in accordance, and are very 
striking when comparedw.i.th each other on one hand, and with the 
results of measurements of the first normal on the other he,nd. For 
example, the cell area of the normal frog reads 347.57 Jquare 
micra, the nuclear area is 42.95~ square, micra, and t:i.1e nucleus-
plasma coefficient is 7.09. How, t hese resp ective readings for the 
pilocarpine animal are 605.85-fi sqYare micra f or the ce l l, 59.9li!S 
square micra for the nucleus, and. 9 .11 for the nucleus ,) lasma 
coefficient. The almost double increase of the cell area, the 
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relative increase of the nuclear area, and the difference in the 
two nucleus-plasma coefficients of 2.02 are points which indicate 
very clearly the state of excitation, since in thi state the 
balance of the nucleus-plasma relation is in favor of the cytoplasm. 
The readings for the frog under he,:1.t exhaustion are as follows: 
143.16~ square micra for the cell area, 40.45~ square micra for 
the nuclear area, and 2.53 for the nucleus-plasma coefficient. The 
decrease in these figures is so evi dent that no further comments 
are needed in order to see that these are figures representing a 
state of. depression - a state characterized by a great shrinkage 
of the c;ytoplasm, a relative diminution of the nucleus, and a 
decrease in the nucleus-plasma coefficient as compared with the 
animal of control. The other ex_p , rimental frogs in t his table, and 
also the second normal give results complicated b;y conditions of 
starvation, since, as it was alread;y stated, these animals were 
kept in the dog house from forty to sixty days. The influence of 
these effects is illustrated by the measurements of frog eleven. 
This animal was subjected to no other stimuli than fifty-three days 
of starvation and room temperature. The respective areas ancl the 
nucleus.:..plasma coefficient are figures of depression. For instance, 
tte cell area is 202.09~ square micra - almost half the size of 
the fir s t normal . ~be e ff8ct of excitatiori by secretin i s indicated 
by the measurements of frogs thirt P, en and t welve. In spite of the 
fact of their long captivity, their measurement s show an increase 
due to the stimulus on one hand as compared with the animals of 
depression. On the otht~r harul, they show the ef:t'ect of starvation 
in comparison with the :pilocarpine animal. 
Turning now to the second table the most intere s ting r esults 
are observed. As it has be en alr eady indicated the bile salts were 
1undertaken as agencies to produce excitation alone. In glancing 
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over the measurements we can see that the areas of cell and nucleus 
and the nucleus-plasma coefficient gradually increase up to acer-
tain point in accordance with the increase of the strength of the 
stimulus, which is equivalent to inc1~ease of dose and duration o:f. 
time. As an example can serve the figures ex-pressing the measure-
ments of rats fift r::en and sixteen. Rat fifteen has a cell area 
of 416.115 square micra, whereas t he cell area of rat sixteen reads 
578.055' square micra with a nucleus-plasma coefficient of 6.15, 
an outstanding figure in the whole table. These figu:ces are strik-
ingly different from the figures expressing the measurements of 
the controls. The largest cell area of the normals is only 344.34 
micra, and its:nucleus-plasma coefficient is 4.08. So it is quite 
obvious that the increase in size is due to t }1e exci tant stimulus, 
in this case the bile salts. The greater the stimulation, namely, 
with the increase of dosage and duration of time, the size of the 
respective areas and the nucleus-plasma coefficient increase 
. accordingly. This , hov✓ever, holds true to a certain degree only, 
since the measurements of rat eighteen show evidences of depression 
as indicated by the cell area which is the smallest of the s eries, 
namely 225.59fif square micra. The other figures for the same rat 
are proportionately decreased. This is evidently due to the fact 
that the dosage and duration of time were greatly increased, double 
as compared with that of rat sixt ,~en. A remark ought to be made, 
however, that t h i s state of depression is not the only one in the 
series, since rats thirteen, fourteen, and nineteen show also signs 
.of depression in their size pro ::)Ortions as compared with the normals 
on one hand, and -.., i th t he most excited on the other hand. The 
structural changes of the same animals show initial excitation 
followed by depression - the latter varying with the dosage. 
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The measurements of the rats f;ubjected to hJ drogen gas 
inhalatiJn are figu._,~ef.3 of d'."::{ces,': ion. This is irnlicate '.1 by the 
cell ~~~a that reads 227.41 square micra, the nuclear area being 
66.93 square micra, and the nucleus plasma coefficient 2.39. 
T:hese figures are in agreement with the characterisi tcs of 
depression, namely, a shrinkage of the cJ toplasm, a relative 
dec:cease of the nucleus, and a smaller nucleus-1)lasma coefficient 
as comp r.red ': i th the normal. But even this state of depression 
is not pure as inrlicated by the other animal subjected to the same 
agent. Ther:3e figure:3 are relatively increa~:: ed. It may also be 
added that although the measurements vvere taken only for tv:o rat s , 
matr:,rial was obtained from four and microscopically examined. It 
was foun_d that all showed signs of initial excitation - a fact 
which may probably be d.ue to some sort of comlJEfDSation going on in 
the liver on accoun t of lack of oxJgen, just as well as the he art 
and lungs show compenr1atory overactivity. 
The resultant figu.1·es obtained for the series of rats sub-
jected to di)htheria toxin are of the same character, namely, the 
increase in size is in- accordance with the increase of c1ose,ge ard 
duration of time up to a certain point. When this :poL'1t is raached. 
the depressant effect takes the overhand. . These re sul t:3 are all 
mainly results of' a combination of initial excitation and. la t er 
depression, ranging from a marked ez:citant state to a marl:-;:ed depres-
sant :3 ta te according to the stimulus. 
The same holds true for the anirna .. ls r:mb jected to he ::;, tfexhaus-
tion. The animal subjected to a higher temperature for 8. short time 
shows initial exci taticm ancl markea_ depression whereas t:he one that 
was sub je cte d to a milder tem1)e ra tu.re for a longer time is charac-
teriz~d by a marked excitation followed by depression. 
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In summing up these resr;.lts, it is g_uite evident from the 
@-bove survey of the 12n:Hi•1rmi: me.ssurements that there is no such 
(' factor as a _pure e::ci tant cir a rmre a.e1_:i-:: •:=.:ss&:nt , .Even in the 
case of the bi.le salt;::, - v'ihi c.h a:2.·1:: probably mostly a pure fun ct i cn-
al exci tant - it i :s not iceable that the i r1 c:rea.se in Eii ze of the 
• ,s 
respective areas of the cel1 ~ - in ae corclance with the increase 
of dosage and duration of time u p to a ce rtain point. With a still 
further inere ase of the ue two factor,s the resu1 ts of depres :~:; ion come 
up. Th ·'; S8.ri~; e h r)lcls true fo-:c· t he cl.i )htheri~ toxin, he a t exhaustion, 
and to a sJi,sht cleg:;.:ee for }1 .;/dj:ogen gas inhalation. Consequently 
it is the combination of the t wo - initial excitation followed by 
depressi on - that is the bx ewi an:i pre domino.ting state in the type 
of stimuli u::rncl. Their action is primaril;y cl.erJendent on the i :i:t ten-
si ty and d.11r;.:i,t io11 of adminL:Jtration ;::..;, nc1 net en th e riature of the 
factor itself . Thi s is proved b y the fact that a small dosage of 
a certain cxper i rrien tal agent n E:ed fo::c a short time proo:ucecl exci-
tation rnainl y , v/hereas a larger· ct os e of t he same stiuulant b1~ought 
forth various stages of depression . The s~me results were also 
obtaine d. by varsing the ti m,3 , nt1xn0ly , the s&,me a.osaee of the.same 
agent vfuich when used ove r a short ti me resulted i n a state of 
excitati on, turned out to be a defress ant Bhen used for a longer 
time. By v s,,r~rJng the combi.nations of inten2,i t y and. duration 
varying results of states of e~ci tation ana de pression were obtained. 
This 1.:ncli cater-, the fact that iri tern:ii ty and duration are th0 out stand-
ing fact ors in stimulation, and that e.11 _ph.;n3iological 11roces :c: e s 
with their :mo r phological changes go ing on j_n the orgaD.i::::rn under the 
influence of changed condi t-Lons d.e oend entirelJ on the :intenE::i ty 
and 0111.·ati c,n of the s tinmlus used. This i s only a confirmation of 
the s tatec,ent L, ac1e by Ver, 1orn. in hi s General Phy;:; :Lology: "The same 
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stimuli which in less intensity or shorter duration p:roduce ·exci-
tation, in greater intensity . and longer time can lea.d to just th.e 
opposite effect, namely cle1)ression. 11 
Iviicroscopic Description. - Plates I and rr represent the 
results of microsco_) ic observation obtained from the frog's anc1 
rat's liver cells. - The figures on thes,s ,lates illustrate the 
cells of the liver in a normal conditi on on one hand, and those 
in conditions of stimulati on on tbe othe 1~ hand. Since the main 
factors of stimulation are excitation, depression, and a combina-
tion of the two, the drawings were subdivided accordingly, and they 
will also be discussed in the same order. 
A. remark ought to be nade that the drawings of the frog 1 s 
· liver we re raade from a Carnoy's fixative, while those of the rat's 
from a bichloride-forrnalin fixation. This f:i.:::ati ve was neutral in 
plate IIJ 
the case of figure four'/\ and acic1 in the other cases. Tho stain 
usecl throughout was the erythrosin-:-toluidi~n blue stain. · 
1!,igurc s 1 in plates I from the frog and II from t h e 1·at 
· are cells in a normal con D. ition anr.l there is no need to go into 
a description. It simply c.s.n be pointed. out that the cell and 
nuclear vmlls are intti.ct, the con tents of the cell ancl nucleu:3 are 
com1·mct, and that the cytO::Jlasm is r;ranular in character in toth 
frog and I':3,t 1 s liver. :Passing cm to fi?,11.Tes 2 in plates I and. II 
res_;} ectivel;y it is quite noticeaT:Jle that the C?to2la,::rr, cma_ nucieus 
are ver;7 edeL1atouEo as compa:-cect vri th the normal. Vacuol8.tion is more 
characteristic of the fro g 's livdr cell, r hile the rat 1 s liver cell 
sh,Jws more granul&-ri ty. ITy_perchroma th:m of tho nucleus i:::; marked 
in both case s, Dhile the increase of chromidia l lGparatus i s very 
cons:) icuou ;::: in the ro.t':3 live r, ein d on1y ~; lightly in'1.icated in the 
frog1 s liver cell. Ficu.re 2 in plate II ::ihovn:i beautifully the 
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progressive decline of function in the liver cell of the rat by the 
progressive dJ_minuti on of the chromia.ial apparatu,, in those cells 
that are in a state of gi·eat activity. It can be seen clearly how 
the cells pa1:3 s from a e;onc1i tion of great e.,e;tivi ty to a condition 
of exhaustion. The latter is indicated by tho s e cell[c'. i.,v}!ich h ave 
still c ontains the l::o.rJ1 0;3omc, while in othenJ the nucleus is exhaust-
ed, anc1 in still others the nucleus has ,Hse,:r;,iirnared. altogether. This 
state of exhaustion is also indicated in the f rog's l:i.ver :Ln figure 
4, ? l a te I, where it has acl.vanced f&..r indeed. This hypochromatism 
is common to both tl':e,:ie fis=_;ures, a:na. r-:;o is also the di c,a_f,pe&.rance of 
the chromatin and. plastin of tl:e nuclei. But while chro rnotoly2is 
pertsins to both figure3, tary-0rrhexis is only found in the fr og 's 
live r . It smts it UJ: to say that J,11 features of exci ta.tion are 
pr~:3ent in the cells in agreement with the experimental cona_i tiom:i. 
The fr og was stirnula.te cl by I>ilocarpine -- an exci tant agent for glands, 
He r e,t with bile sal tr,. 11s alreads brought out, this s tate of ex-
cita t i on is also indicated by the large si~e of t~e c 2l l and relative 
increu:J e of the nucleus as s:bovm by tho drawir::g. 
Tun1ing now to figure 3, of plate II, and figure s 5 1-i.:,J 6 
of 1)J. J.t e I the conspicuous features of these o.rawings are: shrinkage 
in -.::ize of both cell a..ncl nucleus, with a relative advantage, however 
to the nucleus, h;n:ierchromatisE1 of the nucleus, ancl a g:ce8..t increase 
of l t: nuclear substance. The affj_ni ty of the nucleus for the basic 
stain e.s contrasted with tLe affinity of the c y toplasm for 8.r1 acid 
':ltain h; es_pecially marked in fig11re 3, }late II. It is so cons_picuom 
here that _ tr.1.e nuclei look like dark spots on a bright field. - Chromo-
tolys i e of the cytoplasm is complete since in this figure there is 
no tra ce of the chromidial apparatus. Karyor:rhe:z:is of the lrnryosome 
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iS mti.rked in 1)oth cases as ell as the e 1: r1J s tage:,: of the lo~is of 
the nucle a r mem1na:n e i.n some cells. Disin tegrat:i. on of nucls 1rn and 
c:1top lasm is cor:m10n to botb., anc, so is the density, turbicli t;y, 
a,nd granularity characteristic in both ca:::es, frog 811d rat. These 
drawings are an illustration of a state of d.epression '.01hjch vrn,s 
brought abou.t in t he case of one f 1·og by t h ermal stimuli - heat 
exhaustion (fig. 5, Plate II), a nd in the case of the other by 
starvation and i ncreased temperatures (fig. 6), a.nd. by trophic 
stimuli, hydrogen gas in~a1ation, i n t he case of t he rat (fig. 3., 
Plate 2). 
A c omb].nation of the factors of stimulation, initial exci-
tation follo~ed by var~i n g degrees of depression , is i ~lustrated 
b;f the drawings, figure 3, plate I, 1:.:.nd figure 4, plate II. In 
these figures, es1)ecially that of the ra.t 1 s liver, the effects of 
initial stimulation combined with depression are proved by the 
varying degrees of size of cells ranging between the extremes of 
pure excitation to almost pure depression. The general effect 
however i::i that of a prior excitation with a su_pe ri m:f)osed state of 
depression, the latter varying in degree. These characteristics are 
indicated b,>' the uneven stain of the cyto1:ilasrn due to an edema of 
prior excitation which becomes obscured bJ the granularit;v of 
depression. An other factor 1) ointing towards this combination of 
stimulation is the enlarged nuclei •,;,.,hich in some cells a.re in 
:proportion ~•1i th the cell, while in others the enlargement is to the 
disadvantage of the c.vtoplasm. Some of these nuclei shov,r traces of 
edema, 'i hile most of them are packed. with the chromatin and plastin 
,-rnbstances which are so characteristic of d.er"Yression. The karyosome 
is absolutely and entirely mis r:; ing in all of the E: e nuclei, being 
disintegrated into a mass of basic granules scattered throughout the 
dense nuclear matrix, v:hile chromatolys is, or the disappearance of 
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the chromidial a1Yparatus i;:: c1ui te evider,t. Granul fa ri tJ7 and turbid.i t;y-
charactcri ze he cs to ;lasm of both. In both ca::-rnr:; the rr=,suL ts a.:ce 
the s&xne 2"1 t h ough the factor in one case - the rat - vvas heat exhaus-
tion, whi.le in the ce,se of the f rog there was a cOJ:ril) ina tion of 
sec re tin 8.ncl starvation, the first uE:ually an exci tan t, the second 
an agent of cle :r,n.'eSc::lion. 
Interpretation of Results. 
From this description of the liver ce l ls in conditions of 
stimulation as c ompared vii th that of the normal state an homology 
can be made between the liver cell s of the frog ancl :cat on one 
side, and the nerve cell on the other. It is quite evident that 
the ph,/ siological procesE:es going on in the organism uncler the 
influence of stimulation result in the same morphological changes 
in the structural make U}_J of the live r cell as in that of the nerve 
cell. The states of hy-1; ,.rchrornatisrn and. hy) ochrornatism as a result 
of the stimulus to ·l10rk or activit;y, as 11;ell a:~ the same f,tuteD as 
a resuJt of a. stimulus inhibitory to functional activi t2, take .Place 
in the liver cell just as well as in the nerve cell . In bo~1 cases 
the interpretation is that chromatin in the form of the chromidial 
app;c;,ratus is the energ;y giving· mat,:c ria.l for the cell necessa11 y for 
its. flFctio:nal activity and the potential energy of the chrornidial 
apparatus is transformed into the kinetic energy. These states 
in functiona.l acti vi t;y with the attempt of the nucleus to furnish and 
supply the c y to:plasm i.vi th the energy yielding material are most 
beautifully illustrated b,-y the drawings of states of excitation 
( fj.gu:ce 2, pl.s. tes I ancl II) , just as v:e 11 as the disintegration 
of the cell on account of the accumulation of ",aste J_)rod.ucts produced 
b;y a la.ck of oxidation anc1 poor metabolism are illustrated by the 
cells of degression (fi &71res 5 s.nd 6, plate I and figure 3, plate II). 
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rn both cas e s the homology- is complete between nerve ana liver cell. 
further. it i s q_u i te eviden t th&.t t he re action of irr i ta1:iili t y of 
the llving cel l is the ch ief fac tor i n bo th c ases, ne rve &-11 a l:i.v e r 
cell, whj ch L :' s bo1ivn hy the f act that no matter w.:1a t kind. of a stimu-
1ant i s 112e d, the rno :tLlholO §~i c a l chB,ng·e s 1:.re t h e s ame in train and 
liver. It is also evident t hat th e dynamic c oncepti on of the de i}en-
dence of s tructure on functi on holdi:l true i n the live r cell a s well 
as i n the nerve cell, since the structural changes a.Te homoL,gou.s 
in both cas es grovided the same group of stimuli are u E, ed. This 
homolo gy between nerve a...vid liver cell i s still more complete when 
a clo s er ob servation of flgur e 1, plate II is made. It is seen here 
tha t a long with the t yp e of thA re s ting cell of the live r which is 
characterized b~r little chromatin within the nucleus, b y a large 
karyosome and bs a small amoux1t of extranuclear nucle ar uL:. terial 
in fhe c;itopla srn di s tributed through the cell in varying form 
accord i ng to the individual cell, there are a lso s een cells with 
hy_perchro me.tism o:t· nucleus ana. c ~r toplaE;m on one hand, and. hypochroma-
tism of the same in other cells on the other hand. The 1:, e cellr:: are 
either in a state of gTe F1. t e T activi t;y than the resting cell or in 
undo· 
a state of ~activity. Since thi8 is four~d in the normal J.iver 
cell it is quJ.te obvi ous that the morpholo gJc 2.l chm'!.ge s t ,:;kin g g lace 
i n the li v e: r cells as a result of abnorma l f unction ar e i clent:i. cal 
with those of normal function. In othe r '.iVOrds, the san1e changes that 
occur in the ne1·ve cell also take plac u j_ n the liver cell. The 
homology can be. c arriecl s till further, namel ;-;T tha.t in both live r and 
nerve i~ c~n be seen that the stimulants can not be subdivided into 
agents of pure exc itati on or pur a de pre ss ion. On the contrary, it 
is quite obvious t h at the pre dominant p art is a combinat ion of the 
two and that the ruling factors in stimulati on are the intensity and 
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duration of time of the stimulus on one hand, ano the reaction of 
irritability of the functicmal cell on the other. In other vv01·ds, 
the reaction of stimulation to the naltered external vital con-
di tions 11 comprises all normal and. abnormal functioning processes 
ta.king place in a.n;y of the functioning cells - liver or nerve. 
Review of the Literature. 
Virchow ( 'S2) classifies cloudy swelling as a parenchymatous 
inflammation possessing a very degenerative character and leading 
to a loss of function of the organ affected by it. 
In an other article "Reizung ancl Reizbarkeit (I-%, Irritation 
and Irritabilj_t;y he states that the common e;a.u ::,e of cloudy swelling 
'of the lj_ver ancl kidney is an increase of metabolism and the taking 
in of more food stuff as a result of irritation, and he thus con-
nects u:r;i clouc1y swelling with hypertrophy. 
In his 11 Cellularpathologie 11 ('71) Virchow states that the 
tissue ru1der the influence of irritability takes up more food stuff, 
thereby una_ergoing a temporarJ enlargement of the cells, vlhich 
causes a disturbance of structure ancl function of the cell. 
In still another place ('97), he says that cloudy swelling 
is due to an increased activity of the cell, stating therebJi' : "The 
' -
swelling and cloudiness con.::: ist of a :permanent intake of freed or 
loosened material which is transformed into granules in t }:e cell, 
so that the main cause of the swelling is due not to the usual 
food intake, but to a transformation of it". 
Benario ('91) in his investigation on cloudy swelling does 
not agree with Virchovr' s idee.s. He says that· the nucleus undergoes 
the same changes as the eel 1 _protoplasm. He sees in t be enlargement 
of the cell not an increase of the vital cell substances since he JS 
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of the opinion that an increase in volume can take place v1i thout 
any active work, ancl. it was never observed thet cloudy swell ing 
leads to a l as ting i n cr ea8e o:r celJ. r;ub.::.:t -~.: i:J,:3 . Neither D.oes he 
consider cloudy swelling as a preceding stage of hypertro_phy. 
He thinlcr::i t hat cloudy swelling fro m its ver:v beginning is very 
degenerative in character. The enlargement of the cell is due to 
a swelling , and the cloudiness to a passive chemical transformati on 
of the albuminous molecules of cell protoplasm. The main feature 
of degeneration Benario sees in the disintegr ation of the karyosome, 
or in karyorrhexis, and also in the fatty degeneration that con-
gtantly follows cloudy swelling. 
Zeigler ('98) sees in the cloudy swelling a disorganization 
of the protoplasm as a re sult of the absorption of fluid, the l a tter 
causing a separation of the protoplasm into solid and liquid parti-
cles. The cell body atro~hie s while being transformed into a mass 
of granules. It is accompanied by fatty degeneration, by a swelling 
and. then a disintegration of the nucleus. 
Thor:~ ( _, 94) considers cloudy swelling not a result of in-
creased metabolism as Virchow does, but on the contrary, a result 
of the lack of food. The albuminous degeneration is a regressive 
metamorphosis which is characterized by the appearance of granular 
disintegrating products, due to the segarating out of fine molecules 
of albumin. 
Cohnheim ('82) thinks that cloudy swelling is nothing else 
than a curdli · g of liq_uid albuminous bodies. 
Lu1:janow ( '91) ascribes cloudy swelling to a new formation 
of granules, since according to Altmann' s theory the. normal substance 
of the cell is of granular structure. This increase in granular 
bodies is due, probably, to a change in function of the nucleus. 
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Birch-Hirschfield ('95) considers cloudy swelling as the 
preceding step to fatt~;- degent:: rati on. He sees in it the accumulatior 
of alburninou:3 bodies i n the cell protoplasm, since this dege nerative 
change starts i.-vi th an inflarn.@ation, so it may be ba.Bed. U ilOn a 
progressive importation of albumin. In other cases it may be the 
expression of a disinteg:cation of the proteid. 
Schilling ('94) was the first one who investigated cloudy 
swelling experimentally. He ex:perimented on rabbits. The ex-
periment. consisted in ligating one of the veins of the kidney and 
after forty eight hours he found the other kidney to be in a state 
Dt c:, I 
of cloudy s vvelling on _ examination gross. Therefore he thought that 
cloudy swelling precedes compensatory hy-_pertro 1:hy of the k.i.dney 
due to the overloading of the blood witht..Lrinary substances. 
Microsco1:iically he found a di11inuti ,=, n in the lil tmann ' s granules, 
ana_ also a chan ··e in their staining reaction. Besia.es he also 
noticed breaks (edema?) in the cytoplasm which he cor£elated with 
the characteristic granules of cloudy s welling - all t h e :se changes 
being noticed in the primary convoluted tubules only. He finally 
came to the conclw:1ion that the degenerative character of cloudy 
swelling ma1-ces its appearance very early in the process. 
Galeotti ('93) experimented on lower animals with various 
poisons. He 1,,vas of the opinion that the granular bodies found in a 
pathological conditi on differ from those in the normal cell by their 
shape and staining reaction. As f30on as the proces;,· of parenchema.-
tous degeneration begins the normal granules diminish in numb e _, so 
that he came to the conclusion that the granules in cloudy swelling 
are rather a ~rod.uct of change in shape and agg:ce ga tion of the albu-
minous molecules of the c;:., toplasm than a new formation of the same, 
since . their staining reaction is the same throughout. 
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Landsteiner ( '03) in his investigations about cloucly swelling 
states that the normal e p ithelial structure of kidney, liver, and 
rectum is of a filaceous and threads :natv.re v.rhich is transformed into 
granular substances under the influence of abnormal concti ti:O...YJ.S. 
The increase in size of the cells is in all probabilities due to a 
chemical disin tegration of thB protoplasm. 
Adami (' 08) makes the following s ta ternen ts about clouc1y 
swelling: "There appear to be three stages in cloudy swelling: the 
first, of increase in the chromatin of the m1clei; the second, of 
accumulation of the chromatin in clumps at the periphery of the 
nucleus, the achromatic s11-bstanc13 being accumulated. in the center 
(chromatolysis); the final stage is such extensive loss of chromatin 
that the nucleus is almost unreco .gnizable, if it cJ.oes not undergo 
karyorrhexis. The indications are those of stimulation, giving 
pla.ce to exhaustion of the nuclear rnat, :rial, v1ith los1:: of chrome tin" 
The :prelimin~,_y 1ncrease in size anrl staining povver of the nucleus 
an5. cytoplasm, WJuld .:.:;ugges-t (1) "That in cloudy sv1elling we deal 
with increase a_ absorption on the part o:f the cell, and. that the 
albuminous glol:mles a:ce the inclication of matter assimilated and 
not utilized 11 • (2)"Cloudy swellir:ig is an inriication of inc1~eased 
absoyption of food stuffs with im2erfect conversiun ana_ utilization 
of the same 11 • (3)"It is p oi::l:Jible that both O.:) ini cns a::·e co rrect up 
to a certain point". 
In makin~; a. burvey of the abovo disc1:i2.sions s.bout cloudy 
swelling it is evident that the most valuable contributions to 
cloudy s,velling w,,n·e YrkiJ.e by Virchow, Ac1arni, dchilling and Galeotti. 
Every one of the ::i e i nve sti g:3,tor:3 har-3 a/proache d the g-en2 :cal :problems 
oi' i:;timulation, but a~:,proac}1ed it fr,)m one INtztkuc:wJJ&r side only, 
narnely, .: · 12 z as excitation &-lone. er i _._rat si• 7 ts • It was in 
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fact for the most part a vague and unconscious approach, for the 
concept of stimulation in its modern in ter;;retation has waited the 
generalization of Verworn. Great credit is due to Virchow, that so 
many ;years ago when the science of cytology was only in the beginning 
of its development, and when the experimental method. was of the 
rarest application, he ·vms the first man to correlate cloudy swelling 
with inflammation, and to look uJ on it as a product of stimulation, 
and unutilization of assimilated foodstuffs. 
Schilling approached the problem from the point of view of 
hypertro1Jhy due to compensation, a view that is correct, since the 
process of h;,,rpertro.::1hy is a p:roce ::, s of stimulation, but also he sees 
in cloudy swelling excitation only. The other investigators of 
cloudy swelling discuss chiefly the structure of the cytoplasm. 
Some of the ::,. e sci en ti sts are of' the opinion that the granularity of 
the -0ells in cloudy swelling is a result of that process, others, on 
the con t :cary, think that the normal structure of the cell is gj'anular 
in character but that in a state of cloucly swelling the form and shape 
of the granules change from a finer character to a more coarse one, 
and they also are aggregated in clumps and masses i ns t e ad of being 
ind.i vio.ually scattered t'hrough the matrix of the cell. 
It may be aclded that t h is last view agrees ,, i th the r e sults 
obtained in this investigation. As a fact the cytoplasm in the 
normal liver cell has a granula:-c structu1'e. But in this state the 
granules ace very fine 2.nd evenly distributed. through the cell, where-
as in a state of stimulation the gTanules a _;_-·e :'2'athered in masses and 
clumps, and the form of the indi via_ual granule s i s coar ser and larger 
in a1ypearance than ' those i n th e normal cell. 
Among all thes e inve ;.::; ti gat or s t he most advanced view is ac1vo-
ca ted bi, Ad.arni. ue like Virchow con::: iders clouds sr,e '._ ling as a 
proa.uct of stimulation. He points out the f eatures of e::,::ci tation, 
as for instance the changes in the chromatin of the nucleus, the 
hyperchromatism, and also the loss of chromatin - which is hypo-
chromatism. He discusses chromotolysis and karyorrhexis, and he 
also points out the 11 ossi bi ! i ty that there is either an inability 
in the cell to utilize the assimilated foodstuff, or the utiliza-
tion of the food is not in :p ro iortion with the increased absorption 
of the cell, and finally he adds that it maJ be both cases together. 
It is quite evident that there are all factors of stimulation--
excitation, depression, and. the combination of the two. Adami, 
however, points out the excitation state only, thereby looking upon 
it in the restricted sense, i n which stimulation is generally 
regarded bv DhvsioloC"LJtr:o ona. clinicians at the o:c c i,;er: t time. 
" ~ ti' ·-· .... 
The one-sidednes:::) of Adami just as well as that of the other 
investigators in this field can be ascribed to the fact t fiat they 
did not consider the conception of a dsnamic theory, a theory which 
postulates, as already mentioned, that structure is dependent on 
function, and not function on structure as is the belief of the 
disciples of an adynamic or l)assi ve theory. It is q_ui te obvious that 
with the latter view in mind the _problem of mloudy swelling could 
hardly be attacked. The possible solution of this problem can be 
approached when and only when the dynamic theory is accepted. This 
, 
theory teaches that the structure of the cell is only relative, 
whereas the irri tabLLi ty of the cell is absolute. This theory further 
advocates that the reactio: ,_ of irritability is the alpha and omega 
of all the primary professes goj_ng on in the cell, and that all the 
morphological changes occurring in the cell are the results of phy-
(W.)--
siological reactions to the "alteration of the external vital con- · 
I'----
diti ons", normal or abnormal. Therefore it will only be logical to 
finish up this paper with the same statement that was placed in its 
beginn j_ng , 11 amely : "Irr:L t.abili ty, s timulus, utirnulati on; the .PJ~O_perty, 
the agent, t e 1.Jroce::3;:; ; the :::,ction of the ;;; tirnulus on celh, iJ Ossessing 
irritability results in stim·,lati on". It is the irr·itabi1ity that is 
re}3J) Onsible f o1~. e.;11 the n orr:1al chan ;re s occ1J..r1~inI3' irl tb.e cell, to 1~.vh.ich 
cloudy sw lling i s now added from t he pathological. 
Conclusions. 
1. The reactions of stimulation or more properly the reactions 
of irritabilit;v, in its forms of excitati on or depression . or a combin-
ation of the two,are the same in the liver cell as in any other func-
tioning ceQl, for instance the nerve cell. 
2. The state knowri as cloudy swelling is only ,[;he series of 
morphological changes -in the liver cell due to the forms of stimulatio~ 
excitation, or depression, though mainly a combination of the two. 
3. There is no specificity in the reaction of stimulus as 
exci ta.tion or d.e})re,~sion since the reaction depends entirely upon the 
intensity of the stimulus and its duration in time. 
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